At the Public Lands Policy Coordinating Office (PLPCO), we believe public lands are valuable to everyone. We serve the people of Utah as advocates for Utah’s public lands, always working to maintain access, multiple-use, and stewardship.
What is Access Map 360°

- Utah’s RS2477 Roads Map
- GeoImmersive 360° Video
- Litigation Tool
Beyond PLPCO

- Public knowledge, planning
- Asset Management
- Recreation and Exploration
Resource Management Plans

State Resource Management Plan
- **HB160** (signed by Governor Cox)
  - Access to Public Lands
  - Renewable Energy
  - Critical Minerals
  - Utility Corridors
  - Pipelines and Infrastructure
- **ESRI StoryMaps**
- **Open Data Portal**
- New amendments due 8/31/22 to the legislature

County Resource Management Plans
- Newly adopted state amendments emailed to county planners
- **Bio-West (3rd Party Contractor)**
  - Utility Corridors
  - Pipelines and Infrastructure
- Travel to counties in April and May
- Provide assistance to county planners
- Amend plans by the end of August
Goals, Objectives, and Policies

1. Introduction
2. Findings
3. Economic Considerations
4. Goals
5. Objectives
6. Policies
Public Education Campaign

MANAGEMENT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE.

Healthy Forests. Reduced Wildfires.

PublicLands.Utah.gov

Initiatives